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GUILT BY ASSOCIATION

HOW DECEPTION AND SELF-DECEIT TOOK AMERICA TO WAR

“EXPLOSIVELY REVELATORY” SAYS FORMER U.S. ENVOY TO IRAQ

(October 14, 2008, Tempe, AZ)—A hard-hitting exposé of stealth, deceit and cunning, GUILT BY ASSOCIATION shows how a network of elites and extremists deceived America to wage war in the Middle East. But the corruption does not end there.

This duplicity is traced to organized crime from the 1920s to reveal how those skilled at displacing facts with beliefs wield political clout from the shadows. The 2008 presidential campaign is exposed as only the latest election dominated by syndicate-backed candidates.

“Breathless just reading it” says M.I.T. Professor Noam Chomsky.

GUILT chronicles how those skilled at waging war by way of deception dominate U.S. foreign policy. This sophisticated yet accessible analysis explains how well timed crises keep the national security state intact aided by foreign agents posing as domestic lobbyists.

With the national mental environment the target, a naive public was deceived over decades to freely embrace the very forces that now threaten their freedom. Those complicit are proven to prey on faith and beliefs as a means to manipulate and control with impunity.

Comprehensive in scope yet local in application, this criminality is now going rapidly to global scale. Buffeted by political and financial forces beyond their grasp, this book confirms for a long-deceived public that an enemy within operates hidden in plain sight.

GUILT enables readers to see for themselves how treason became systemic. And how America discredited itself worldwide by its association with an enclave of extremists granted sovereign state status in the Middle East.

“Magnificent, timely and persuasive” says former Congressman Paul Findley, the first member of the U.S. Congress openly targeted for removal by the Israel lobby.

“Powerful and compelling” says Ambassador Ed Peck, former deputy director of the Cabinet Task Force on Terrorism in the Reagan White House.

A closing prescription describes how to make this duplicity transparent, enabling Americans to free themselves from this transnational criminality. A widely acclaimed author and former counsel to the U.S. Senate Committee on Finance, Jeff Gates has advised governments of more than 35 nations worldwide.

To order now, see www.criminalstate.com.